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Just Mom and Me Having Tea is a perfect venue for mothers and daughters to strengthen their special bond and grow in their
Christian walk. Flexible lessons chock–full of creative ideas and activities cover topics important to girls (ages 6 to 9), including:
the joys of being a good friend how God makes everyone special the benefits of helping others This keepsake journal will save
forever cherished moments mom and daughter create during this spiritually enriching journey. Perfect for busy moms and Bible
clubs.
Recounts the experiences of lesbians, gay men, and their families, provides advice on dealing with various related situations,
including those of older gays, and encourages people to be open and supportive.
From making you smile--even when things are going wrong--to knowing just when hugs are needed, moms are Splendid, Fun,
Magic, and Sunshine: lots of the Little Misses rolled into one! This book featuring the Little Miss characters will help you show your
mom just how special she is to you.
Cultivate a closer connection with your daughter through shared journal prompts Preteen girls are going through a million exciting
changes, and shared journaling can open the door to important conversations as they navigate adolescence. This mom and me
journal is filled with a combination of fun, lighthearted prompts and deeper, more intimate questions for the two of you to answer
with each other. Share feelings and stories through writing and drawing activities that help you find honesty, humor,
understanding, and support from one another. From drawing your dream houses to describing a perfect day together, these
prompts help you build a stronger, more open relationship with your daughter as you create a treasured keepsake of this formative
time in her life. This unique mom and me journal includes: A guide to getting started--Discover simple, clear guidance for sharing
this journal with your daughter. Age-appropriate topics--Explore subjects that speak directly to the experiences of girls ages 8 to
12, like the best part about being a girl, what she wants to be when she grows up, and things that comfort her when she's sad. A
range of inspiring prompts--Get to know each other better and find things you have in common with a variety of fun and serious
topics that encourage a range of emotional sharing. Create a safe space for you and your daughter to share your thoughts with
this mom and me journal.
Live your best life—even after your kids leave home When her children left for college, Melissa Shultz was certain that she had
prepared them well for their new lives-but her own life was a different matter entirely. Her house was empty, her purpose unclear.
If her life was no longer dominated by the day-to-day demands of being "Mom," then who exactly was she? And how would she
ever move forward? From Mom to Me Again is the story of one woman's reinvention. Shultz's struggle with the empty nest and the
transformation of her marriage, friendships, career, and ultimately herself, is part memoir and part self-help guide. Funny,
poignant, and practical, this book tells Shultz's personal story and provides valuable advice for readers preparing to send their
children off into the world. She shows women that while they'll always be mothers, it's time for them to take center stage in their
own lives once again.
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly rocks him each night as he sleeps.
Little Critter stays with his grandparents for the weekend, where he does chores around the farm, helps his grandmother bake a
pie, and visits the fair.
A heartwarming "tail" about adoption, diversity, and acceptance - a perfect storytime read this Mother's Day! Told from the point of
view of a puppy who is adopted by a cat, this gentle and reassuring tale is perfect for very young readers and listeners. When the
puppy comes to live with his new mom, he is nervous. After all, his mom has stripes and he doesn't. But his mom says she likes
that they look different, and soon the puppy likes it, too. (And who cares what anyone else thinks!) The puppy's new mom does all
the things other parents do. She plays with him, takes care of him, and sometimes even makes him mad! But that's okay, because
when he's feeling sad, she knows just what to say. "A gentle, comforting story about nontraditional families."--Booklist
Formerly titled Colonial Madness, a mother-daughter duo take part in a bizarre family challenge in hopes of winning a fortune in this “light,
fun read” (Booklist) that’s Gilmore Girls meets The Westing Game! Tori Porter is best friends with her mom, and most of the time it’s
awesome. Not many girls have a mom who’d take them to a graveyard for hide-and-seek or fill the bathtub with ice cream for the world’s
biggest sundae. But as much as Tori loves having fun, she sometimes wishes her mom would act a little more her age. Like now. Thanks to
her mom’s poor financial planning, they are in danger of losing their business and their home. But an unusual opportunity arises in the form
of a bizarre contest run by an eccentric relative: Whoever can survive two weeks in the Archibald Family’s colonial manor will inherit the
property. The catch? Contestants have to live as in colonial times: no modern conveniences, no outside help, and daily tests of their abilities
to survive challenges of the time period. Tori thinks it’s the perfect answer to their debt problems, but she and her mom aren’t the only ones
interested. The other family members seem to be much more prepared for the two weeks on the manor—and it doesn’t help that Mom
doesn’t seem to be taking the contest seriously. Do they stand a chance?
The perfect gift to honor any mom, this mini edition of NYT bestselling author Greg Lang's classic, Why a Daughter Needs a Mom will be the
perfect gift for a girl's most trusted friend.
I've heard it said that being a mom is like watching your heart walk around outside of your body. No matter howprotective we are there are
somethings guaranteed to be out of our control. Yet, as mothers, we put on ourbrave faces and we set out to conquer and overcome
whatever challenges motherhood throws our way. Twenty-One valiant moms have collaborated to share how they have pushed through and
survived seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Being a mom isn't about being perfect. I promise you, there is no perfect mom on this earth.
What you will see in the pages of this book is the strength, determination, and courage of these incredible mom's, told through the
experiences they have endured along one of the most daring journeys we as women can ever attempt - Motherhood.Contributing Authors:
Alyssa Armstrong-Gibbs, Andrea Riley, Cheryl Hurley, Cheryl Pullins, Erica Anderson, Felicia Roberts, Kelly Freeman-Garrett, LaRay
Williams, Margo W. Williams, Mary Murrill, Mia Turner-Whitley, Mildred Muhammad, Misty Muhammad, Monica Thomas, Nadian Theresa
Reid, Perita Adams, Tamara C. Gooch, Tamira Dunn, Tamlyn Franklin, Thressa Dorsey, Traci Crockett.
This stunning mother and son journal is packed full of new shared activities with insightful questions, prompts, drawings, lists and lots of free
writing space which is guaranteed to help you strengthen the bond between a mother and son.
A mother polar bear and her cub sleep, play, and eat together.
Kristin van Ogtrop knows she's lucky-fulfilling career, great husband, three healthy kids, and, depending on the hamster count, an impressive
roster of pets. You could also say she's half-insane, but name one working mom who isn't. Using stories and insights from her own life, van
Ogtrop offers a lexicon for working moms everywhere. Terms and concepts illustrate the highs (kids who know where their soccer cleats are,
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coworkers who don't hit "Reply All," dogs who helpfully eat whatever falls from the table) and the lows (getting out of the house in the
morning, getting along with everyone at the office, getting willful kids into bed) of balancing work and family. Filled with amusing and resonant
observations, Just Let Me Lie Down establishes van Ogtrop as the Erma Bombeck of the new millennium.
Rhyming text describes a day of fun and adventure that a bear shares with his mother.
A book that draws mother and child closer together. Mom and Me: An Art Journal to Share is a full-color art journal for moms and kids to color
and draw together. Designed to be a sharing experience, mom and child can write each other letters, draw what scares them, imagine what
they want to be when they are grown up, color a scene using only one favorite color, and more. The journal is filled with fun hand-lettering
and artwork from Bethany Robertson along with creative prompts from licensed art therapist Lacy Mucklow. It is intended to maximize quality
time and conversation between mom and child - a way to communicate without interrogation, prodding, or all the other ineffective methods for
learning about your child. It's for those moms who want to hear more about a child's day, what happened, how they felt, their thoughts, etc.
Lacy Mucklow will offer up the best ways to communicate with a child through creating together: how to start an open conversation with your
child, questions you can ask that will help generate thoughtful responses, and how to tailor the quality time so it's still fun and engaging for
your child. This art journal has 50 full-color spreads to color, fill in, draw, and more. Each spread has a creative prompt or another exercise for
mom and child to fill out together.

From quizzes and car games to recipes and story starters, this book is full of fun things for girls to do with their moms.
They can tear out and share the notes and gift coupons. They can test their knowledge of each other with checklists
made for two. And they can get to know each other even better with games and activities that are sure to leave them
giggling.
Mothers and daughters have a special relationship. Ruby Oaks' Mom & Me is a wonderful way to deepen that bond
through back-and-forth journaling. Take turns filling in the blanks and answering questions that range from light-hearted
to deep (and everything in between) to keep honest communication open and get to know each other even better. With
this each pass of this journal, you will: · Start discussions on everything from friends and school to fears and dreams ·
Learn both what you have in common and how you think differently · Create a safe space for sharing feelings and asking
questions—just between the two of you With hundreds of creative prompts and a fun design, this journal will give you a
new, low-pressure way to connect that you’ll both treasure.
The perfect antidote to a chaotic world, More Than Just Mum will have you crying with laughter
A baby drinks juice, plays in the park, reads, and gets put to bed by her two loving mothers. On board pages.
Ever had your child wipe his nose on your clothes? Sometimes life as a mom can get pretty messy. Moms, dads, and
kids will delight in this hilarious picture book about what mommies are not ... and some exciting things they can be.
There is something to celebrate every day a mother and child spend together. The double flaps of this book unfold to
reveal the way simple activities become special when they are shared. The days pass into seasons, the seasons pass
into years, but the bond between "only my mom and me" remains.
Presents two stories featuring Little Critter taking a camping trip with his father and a day trip to the city with his mother.
A lawyer with a well-stamped passport and a passion for human rights, Lisa-Jo Baker never wanted to be a mom. And
then she had kids. Having lost her own mother to cancer as a teenager, Lisa-Jo felt lost on her journey to womanhood
and wholly unprepared to raise children. Surprised by Motherhood is Lisa-Jos story of becoming and being a mom, and
in the process, discovering that all the what to expect and how to books in the world can never truly prepare you for the
sheer exhilaration, joy, and terrifying love that accompanies motherhood. Set partly in South Africa and partly in the US
(with a slight detour to Ukraine along the way), Surprised by Motherhood is a poignant memoir of one womans dawning
realization that being a mom isnt about being perfectits about being present.
Are you a girl mom that loves spending quality time with your mini me? Like any relationship your bond between you and
your child grows deeper when you are able to spend more time exclusively with them.Me & My is a Coloring Book which
celebrates motherhood by featuring 24 cute images for mom and duplicate images for daughter so mothers and
daughters can create beautiful memories together. It also contains crossword puzzles, activities and motivational quotes.
Take a break from the smart phones and ipads and have fun communicating as you color the same page at the same
time, across from one another. Grab some colored pencils and markers and enjoy a little mommy time with your 'plus
one'. This book is for women and young girls of all ages. Buy it for yourself or as a gift as a great way to unwind.
.Premium gloss finish cover design. Printed single sided on bright white paper. Large format 8.5" x 11.0" pagesModerate
to complex in detail.
Mothers and sons: write together, share together, grow together Journaling together can inspire you and your teen son to
connect, share thoughts and feelings, and engage in important conversations that might be difficult to have face-to-face.
This guided mom journal offers a variety of prompts--some short and fun, others deeper and more thought-provoking--to
help you and your son bond and communicate. This mother-son journal includes: A year of writing--Lay out expectations
and goals together at the beginning of your journey, dive into 12 months of insightful prompts, and reflect on the past
year once you've finished. Relevant topics--From discussing your day to sharing hopes and dreams, these open-ended
prompts are relatable for mothers and teen boys alike. Creative space--Find a balanced mix of guided journal entries and
room to write freely about whatever you like, encouraging you and your son to record what matters most to you. Capture
mother-son moments big and small with Just Mom and Me: A Shared Journal for Mothers and Sons.
Liz Morehouse was a normal kid and a naturally rebellious teenager who grew up to be an ordinary, hard-working
American. With a good job, terrific husband, friends and money to spend, she had it all! A regular person, or so she
thought. Then she became a Mom and entered the World of Reality! Life as shead known it was over. From that moment
on, nothing in Lizas life would ever seem ordinary again. She quickly realized that much more goes into being a good
parent than she had previously thought. Now appreciating that no amount of money could duplicate, nor replace,
someoneas mother, she discovered she wasnat so regular after all. Whether you are about to become a new mom, are a
seasoned veteran, or reflecting about a special mom in your life, Liz will walk you through the ups and downs of
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Motherhood. Her forthright, honest and witty humor will bring you into her world and courageously let you learn from her
mistakes. You will laugh, you will cry, and you will see yourself in her. Perhaps most importantly, you will feel inspired to
remember yourself in the process of raising your family!
I'm just like my mom. Me parezco tanto a mi mamá. I'm just like my dad. Me parezco tanto a mi papá. With Akemi
Gutiérrez's charming illustrations, renowned journalist Jorge Ramos explores the many ways in which all children are just
like their parents—in two languages! Junto con las simpáticas ilustraciones de Akemi Gutiérrez, el respetado periodista
Jorge Ramos explora las varias maneras en que los hijos se parecen a sus padres. ¡Y lo hace en dos idiomas!
It’s fast becoming a geek world out there, and all moms need to show off their tech smarts and superhero-like skills in
order to keep their savvy kids entertained and engaged. Geek Mom: Projects, Tips, and Adventures for Moms and Their
21st-Century Families explores the many fun and interesting ways that digital-age parents and kids can get their geek on
together. Imaginative ideas for all ages and budgets include thrifty Halloween costumes, homemade lava lamps, hobbit
feasts, and magical role-playing games. There are even projects for moms to try when they have a few precious
moments alone. With six sections spanning everything from home-science experiments to superheroes, this
comprehensive handbook from the editors of Wired.com’s popular GeekMom blog is packed with ideas guaranteed to
inspire a love of learning and discovery. Along the way, parents will also find important tips on topics such as determining
safe online communities for children, organizing a home learning center, and encouraging girls to love science. Being
geeky is all about exploring the world with endless curiosity. Geek Mom is your invitation to introducing the same sense
of wonder and imagination to the next generation.
A one-of-a-kind journal for the mother & daughter who crave a rule-free, creative way to connect with each other. This
engaging prompt journal is the perfect tool to build mother-daughter relationships. Kids can record memories, swap
stories, compare perspectives, and explore common and unique interests with their moms! Interactive lists and letters
back and forth invite both mom and daughter to reflect, write, and doodle about topics timely to their lives as kids, build
self-confidence, and improve their penmanship.
Little Critter and his mother take a trip to the city exploring the department stores and museums.
Fans of Sophie Kinsella's sparkling humor will love her first ever illustrated series for young readers about the charming
adventures of a mother-daughter fairy duo! Ella Brook can't wait to grow up, because one day she will become a fairy
and have her own sparkly wings and a teacher on Fairy Tube, just like her mom! Until then, Ella has to learn by watching
her mom in action. But sometimes spells go wrong, and Ella's mom can never seem to remember the right magic codes
on her Computawand. A lot of the time, it's up to Ella to come to the rescue. Does she have what it takes to be a fairy
one day? Or will there be more glitches than glitter?
Little Critter describes a trip to the grocery store and shopping mall with his mother and difficult little sister.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A moving memoir about the legendary author’s relationship with her own mother. Emma Watson’s Our
Shared Shelf Book Club Pick! The story of Maya Angelou’s extraordinary life has been chronicled in her multiple bestselling autobiographies.
But now, at last, the legendary author shares the deepest personal story of her life: her relationship with her mother. For the first time,
Angelou reveals the triumphs and struggles of being the daughter of Vivian Baxter, an indomitable spirit whose petite size belied her largerthan-life presence—a presence absent during much of Angelou’s early life. When her marriage began to crumble, Vivian famously sent threeyear-old Maya and her older brother away from their California home to live with their grandmother in Stamps, Arkansas. The subsequent
feelings of abandonment stayed with Angelou for years, but their reunion, a decade later, began a story that has never before been told. In
Mom & Me & Mom, Angelou dramatizes her years reconciling with the mother she preferred to simply call “Lady,” revealing the profound
moments that shifted the balance of love and respect between them. Delving into one of her life’s most rich, rewarding, and fraught
relationships, Mom & Me & Mom explores the healing and love that evolved between the two women over the course of their lives, the love
that fostered Maya Angelou’s rise from immeasurable depths to reach impossible heights. Praise for Mom & Me & Mom “Mom & Me & Mom
is delivered with Angelou’s trademark good humor and fierce optimism. If any resentments linger between these lines, if lives are partially
revealed without all the bitter details exposed, well, that is part of Angelou’s forgiving design. As an account of reconciliation, this little book is
just revealing enough, and pretty irresistible.”—The Washington Post “Moving . . . a remarkable portrait of two courageous souls.”—People
“[The] latest, and most potent, of her serial autobiographies . . . [a] tough-minded, tenderhearted addition to Angelou’s spectacular
canon.”—Elle “Mesmerizing . . . Angelou has a way with words that can still dazzle us, and with her mother as a subject, Angelou has a nearperfect muse and mystery woman.”—Essence
A survey of 500 men and women across America showed that mothers with grown children long for meaningful family contacts and
newlyweds desire to establish separate family identities. By combining God's wisdom and down-to-earth common sense, this book helps to
blend these desires.
The joy of being a mom is palpable in this touching tribute to parenthood. Whimsical illustrations capture the poignant moments that make
motherhood so special: pinning up a daughter's hair, getting messy during playtime, reading quietly side by side, and, above all, cherishing
precious moments together. Bright pops of Pantone coral infuse each spread, and a cloth spine adds an irresistible specialness. At once a
treasured Mother's Day gift and a year-round "I love you," this book will delight parents and children in a celebration of a supremely
meaningful relationship. This lovely testament to the inimitable mother/daughter bond goes straight to the heart.
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